Jobs &
Chores
Chore Chart Ideas
Pictaplan offers you a lovely selection of magnetic picture cards that will help you
create a ﬂexible and appealing chore chart system. Our colourful and attractive picture
cards enable even the younger children in your family to understand what they are
expected to do. Their interaction with the system will build motivation and assist them
anticipate and transition from one task to the next.
Take a look at the ideas and collection of photographs below to view some of the ways that
Pictaplan can be used. Some of these photos have been offered to us by families using the
Pictaplan system in a variety of ways.

Pictaplan Application Idea 1: Magnet Board
The family using this jobs and chores board centre their home duties around meal times. Each family member has a
job to do after breakfast, after lunch and after dinner.
The family have made moveable ticks (cardboard + magnet)
for the children to move down and ‘tick off’ when they have
done a job. You could alternatively use a favourite magnet
marker of the child’s choice, a standard shop bought
magnet or something home made. The child’s motivation is
encouraged through this interaction, and experiences a sense
of accomplishment at being able to mark off a job well done.

Pictaplan Application Idea 2: Fridge Door
Here the magnet cards are being used on the fridge door. This family uses the picture cards to indicate the type of job
that is to be done. The blank cards are placed next to them to indicate further details about the job.
The children view
the tasks on the
fridge door…
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carry out the tasks
indicated…

remove the card
from the fridge…
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and pop it in the box
for completed jobs!
Once again the children here are interacting with the
chores system, enjoying the sense of achievement when the
fridge door is clear and all the cards are neatly in the box.

Pictaplan Application Idea 3: Adhesive Velcro
Although the Pictaplan cards are magnetic,
they can be utilised in a variety of ways. In this
instance adhesive Velcro has been attached to
the side of a kitchen cabinet as this is a central
spot in the kitchen/living area of the house.
Jobs & Chores cards are integrated here with
Daily Routine cards to visually demonstrate
the activities of the day ahead. The young child
detaches each event as it is completed and
places it back in its storage box.

Pictaplan Application Idea 4: Magnetic Whiteboard
These pictures illustrate how a school day could be demonstrated
using the Daily Routine Pack for school families, Clock cards and
Blanks. Jobs & chores can either be kept separate at the bottom
of the board or integrated into just one complete visual schedule
for the day.

In this case we see two
variations of displaying one day.
As it is a school day, the jobs
are done after dinner.

Pictaplan Application Idea 5: Card/ Photo Holders
This family of six children uses fun individual card holders and a “Done
It” box for their interactive Jobs & Chores system! Each child knows
which little figure is ‘theirs’.
The cards are removed and placed in the ‘Done It’ box when completed.
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Several cards can be placed in one holder. Here we can see how some
children have completed all their jobs, whilst others still have one or two to do.

Pictaplan Application Idea 6: String and pegs
In this family situation each child has a line and pegs hanging up
over their work area. Jobs and educational tasks for the morning
are integrated. On completion of an assignment the child un-pegs
the card and places it in the little Tupperware box kept on the desk.

Pictaplan Application Idea 7: Display Clips
Here we see how a family is using wall
mounted display clips and Pictaplan cards
as their chore organiser. Several cards
can be mounted under each peg clip.
In Pictaplan Application Idea 2 we show
how a family uses blank cards to specify
further details about a task. In this peg
clip illustration we see how this family writes on the picture card itself with a dry wipe marker pen. The parent has
written “Lounge” over the top of the ‘Dusting’ picture, specifying the area in which this job is to be done.

Pictaplan Application Idea 8: Mini Magnetic Dry-Wipe Boards
Here we see two small and simple magnet boards available from stationery stores. They can be used to visually
highlight the jobs of the day…

... or the planned ﬂow
of the day for Saturday!

We would love to add your photographs to our gallery! If you would like to show
us how and where the system works in your home, please send us your pictures,
so that others can be inspired and encouraged! Also, if you have found a novel or
different way to use our cards, please let us know. We may include it here or in our
testimonials section.

Pictaplan Appliction Ideas: Overview
A small magnet board
from Ikea

Sting and pegs

Adhesive Velcro tape

Personal card/ photo holders

A fridge door

A magnetic whiteboard

Wall mounted display clips

Further Pictaplan Application Ideas:
*The side of a filing cabinet or any safe metal surface
*Magnet paint
-on a wall space above a child’s desk, or on a larger area in the central living area

